
    

 

The Einhell drywall sander TC-DW 225 is a universal and practical aid for interior fittings and for renovation for any fastidious do-it-yourself enthusiast.

Thanks to the powerful 600 Watt motor with high-quality metal angular transmission, all sanding tasks of drywall operations as e.g. sanding of walls

and ceilings as well as removing wallpaper residues, paint, loose plaster etc. are managed effortlessly. For best results and comfortable working with a

large operating range, this drywall sander is equipped with a telescopic handle (up to 165 cm), ergonomic T-grip, joint bearing and spring-loaded

mounting of the brush ring. Delivery in a case inclusive 6 sanding discs with grain sizes of P60/P80/P120.

Drywall Polisher

TC-DW 225
Item No.: 4259930

Ident No.: 11026

Bar Code: 4006825601671

Features & Benefits
Strong 600-Watt engine and high-quality metal bevel gear-

Large grinding disc with practical hook and loop system-

Joint bearing for unrestricted mobility of the grinding head-

Adjustment to different surfaces by speed regulation-

Infinitely variable telescopic handle up to 165 cm-

Optimal ergonomics by T-handle during the treatment of ceilings-

Spring-loaded mounting of the brush rim-

Practical foot for the protection of the hose against bending-

Foldable guide pin fast setup and dismantling-

Incl. 6 grinding wheels Ø225mm (2*P60/2*P80/2*P120)-

Delivery in convenient transport and storage case-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 600 W

- No load speed 600  -  1500 min^-1

- Grinding wheel diameter 225 mm

- Item length 1100  -  1650 mm

- Power cord length 400 cm

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg) 3.2

- Gross weight (kg) 10

- Dimensions single packaging 680 x 215 x 335 mm

- Pieces per export carton 2 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 21 kg

- Dimensions export carton 720 x 480 x 355 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 460 | 950 | 1134
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Available as special accessories

Schleifp. 225 Klett P120 10tlg
Drywall Polisher Accessory
Item No.: 4259921
Bar Code: 4006825607673
Einhell Grey
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